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About This Game

ElectricVLab employs the technology of video games to explore the fascinating world of electricity and electronics.

ElectricVLab is somewhat similar to a simulation game such as SimCity. In SimCity, one builds a city and views its functioning
based on simulation. In ElectricVLab, you build electric and electronic circuits and view their functioning based on simulation.

ElectricVLab offers a great collection of analog and digital electronic components to build the circuits. It employs 3D graphics,
visual effects, and animations to provide informative, visually rich feedback about the functioning of the circuits. In addition to
regular electronic components, ElectricVLab also contains a variety of fun components such as fireworks, flames, fountains etc.

Altogether, ElectricVLab makes the exploration of electricity and electronics fun, while also being educational.
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graphicaly pleasing, looks very nice. the ability to pick up many things is awesome as well. tried to pick a trumpet up on the
table in the starting room and was plesently suprised when it "played" when i braught it close to my head.

however combat feels off, grabbing arrows can be tricky and i find my self haveing to look and try several times to pick them
up, upon picking and knotching the arrow, the hands realy get in the way and look terrible, i would reccomend "fake" arms such
as in raw data or remove them completly.

the way the shield is held is the most awkward thing i have ever seen, holding it normaly means the shield is pointing the wrong
way.

i am also slightly dissapointed you cant block enemy sword attacks with your sword, it just passed right through.

i hope dureing early acess the combat is refined and improved, right now i am reccomending this game as i expect it to become
better. the game is no where neer raw data or holopoint or space pirate trainer but i can see it becomeing just as good if the
combat system gets a good seeing to.. If you like point-click adventures, then you'll almost certainly like this. I don't like that
genre particularly, but I got this because having played the demo for Isoland 1, I had to buy the full version of that. And I liked
it so much that this was inevitable.

Like the first one, this is definitely worth it for the price. The slightly surreal atmosphere is even better here, as is the artwork.

I found I got stuck in quite a few places, which can get frustrating. But finished without using any guides simply by stopping
playing for a while and returning to it later when I'd forgotten what I'd tried and what I hadn't.

One puzzle I had to brute-force, and I'm still not sure where the actual solution is. So I'll definitely replay it just to find that.

It's the kind of game you can come back to in a year or so and replay with a kind of uncanny, haunting feeling that you are
suddendly immersed in something vaguely familiar, and yet still quite puzzling. I look forward to that feeling.. Music is good,
there are several tracks. Visuals good too. I wish there was more of this sort of thing music & VR just goes well together.. God,
I love this game!
It looks very simplistic, but it actually has very deep systems that can become very complex if u want it to. It's a real number
cruncher. I play this game for it's awesome systems which set it apart from other dungeon crawlers.
I highly recommend this game!. Play Amateur Surgeon from Adult Swim games. It's free and a lot better than this.. Very nice
riichi implementation! Awesome that is has multiplayer and optional rule sets.. Laggy, terrible FOV, and slow moving. It didn't
help that a random enemy spawn killed me. 0/10. 0\/10.

Do some research before making a 'historical' game. Korean soldiers are wearing police uniforms.. Solid VR FPS

Couple of game modes
Lots of guns
But the main feature is the modding support. Playing old COD maps and TTT in VR is bloody great!!. Overall a neat if short
puzzle-platformer. The platforming controls feel a bit loose but this could be due to me using a keyboard and not a controller.

The puzzles are ok, the difficulty ramps up near the end but remains doable.

Nice quick game but not much replay value.

Got it as a part of a bundle.
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Warfare is a Fare game. Hard but not to hard. Gives you a simulation of what its like to be a commander. The only ploblem is
that after a few min everything was fine untill it began saying "PhysX drive" and somthing about it not working? But that was a
whyle ago so im not sure if they even are going to fix it. THIS REVIEW IS NOT FUNNY, NOR IS IT HELPFUL. 3 monsters,
7 floors.
The Follower: The most annoying thing so far, Especially when dealing with his family
The Greeter: She kills me at least 12 times per floor under 2, at least give me a sign when your gonna slip in my face like
birthday boy blam from one night at flumpty's
The Waiter: Not bad, he's cool in both looks and tactics, actully gives you a sign that he's somewhere and gives you a challenge
when his sister or brother is tagging along with him.
10/10 scary, addicting, and very VERY hard.
So much recommend. BLAH-BLAH-BLAH bad enough dude BLAH-BLAH-BLAH saving the earth (Neo-California) from
aliens BLAH-BLAH-BLAH platformes jumping, guns shooting, aliens dying.

Okay, this time seriously. ASR is enjoyable run&gun platformer that reminds us of the old childhood games that we liked. It is
simple, difficulty is easy at the begining and normal at the end, and it is fun. Also it is very cheap, so go buy and enjoy it. Only
slight minus that I found is amount and variety of enemies. I think there are more bosses than regular enemies.. As I suspected,
each map pack has medium, hard, and extreme maps, so if you're like me you won't even finish all of them because of the crazy
bike manoeuvres required. Oh well, it's a good livingroom party game at least.

In American English, maneuver is the standard spelling of the word referring to (among other things) a controlled change in
movement or direction. Manoeuvre is the preferred spelling throughout the rest of the English-speaking world. Maneuver and
manoeuvre are pronounced the same, and they share all their definitions.. I have been looking for this game for so time. Im happy
to say I got it now. its a very good game that needs to be played by many. I recommend this game for all.
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